Course Description:

Learning Objectives:

**ACCME Accreditation Statement**
This activity has been planned and implemented in accordance with the accreditation requirements and policies of the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (ACCME) through the joint providership of American Psychoanalytic Association and [insert approved joint provider name]. The American Psychoanalytic Association is accredited by the ACCME to provide continuing medical education for physicians.

**AMA Credit Designation Statement**
The American Psychoanalytic Association designates this [insert format] for a maximum of # [AMA PRA Category 1 Credit(s)]™. Physicians should claim only the credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.

**Planner Disclosure**
[insert planners names] - No relevant financial relationships

**Faculty Disclosure**
[insert faculty/presenters name] - Does Disclose
- X, Y, Z Company, Monies for Promotional Advertising
[insert faculty/presenters name] – No relevant financial relationships

**CE Committee Reviewer:**
[insert APsA CE reviewers name] - No Relevant Financial Disclosures

**Disclosure Statement**
None of the planners and_presenters for this educational activity have relevant financial relationship(s)* to disclose with ineligible companies* whose primary business is producing, marketing, selling, re-selling or distributing healthcare products used by or on patients.

*Financial relationships are relevant if the educational content an individual can control is related to the business lines or products of the ineligible company. — Updated December 2022